A CtrlS Company

Are you prepared for a
Secure Digital Workplace
of Tomorrow?
Cloud4C Desktop as a Service (DaaS) Solution
We would be happy to partner with you in choosing Windows Virtual Desktop
solution to facilitate secure, hassle free work from home for your employees.

Work from anywhere, anytime, on any device

FASTER. BETTER. SMARTER
Proof of Concept Scope

Phase 1

Assessment, Discovery,
Blueprint & Design Phase

Understand the existing landscape for building DaaS
Bases the assessment, a high-level blueprint detailing
the process ﬂow and architecture for PoC
Overview session to discuss proposed DaaS solution
on Azure, focusing on business needs and strategy
to implement
Finalise the blueprint of PoC & Infrastructure build-up

Phase 2

Proof of Concept
(PoC) Delivery

Preparing the customer Azure subscription
Deploying and Conﬁguring the WVD services
Walk-through of the process for accessing
the environment
Transfer of know-how to the customer and
measure success criteria of PoC

Workshop and
PoC Highlights
Understand the features and benefits
of Window Virtual Desktop solution
Assess your current working
environment and witness how WVD is
the fastest and most cost-effective
way of deploying virtual desktop and
getting the team working from home
Create a customized deployment
roadmap based on your goals

Deliverables

Blueprint for
DaaS setup
along with Azure
landing zone
readiness plan

Why Cloud4C ?
600+ Azure certiﬁed engineers
2000+ certiﬁed cloud experts
20+ Centers of Excellence (CoEs)
and 24 X7 Support with NOC & SOC
Total Ownership with Single SLA
up to managing the DaaS

Deliverables
PoC of DaaS
solution as per
the deliverables
and outcome
agreed with
customer

Quickest assessment, planning,
design and implementation
Successfully deployed and are
managing 5000+ instances
Uninterrupted, remote support
availability even during testing times
Pay as you go model - No
investment for hardware and
software

With Cloud4C move to a more secure, productive virtual desktop experience on Microsoft WVD

please contact

globalsales@cloud4c.com | www.cloud4c.com

Automated Deployments
& Mgmt. - saving time and cost

